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We need to pull,together any and all CTD documents (EC's, FD-302s, e-mail messages, etc.) 	. 

since May 2004 related to detainees in GTMO, Iraq, and Afghanistan, particularly documentation of any . 
' abuse of .detainees either through first hand knowledge or rumor — and any reports of such, abuse 

from the Bureau to DoD or any other non-Bureau entity (such as'O0J, etc.). 	• 

Copies of all the above should go to boa' 	land mel 	!number at LX-1 is 

I 	I Did you write a document that mentions a helicopter at GTMO? If yes, I don't know if that , 
document has been previously produced, but please provide, if such exists. 
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Hello 

. I understand you have been tasked with putting together a timeline . for the GTMO operations. I will be 
• yoUr point of contact for any questions you have regarding GTMO. Let me know if you need anything. , 

sAl 	 'Counterterrorism Division Military Liaison Q 
anol,Detainee Unit LX-1, Room 3S208 
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Attached is a schedule for the Iraq Predeploymerit Training for January a:12. This training has been very 
well received in the past, and I hope that you all will be able toparticipateagain. This rotation will primarily 
consist of agents from the New York Office, additionally, we have been tasked to train the Regimes-Crimes .' 
Liaison Office. This training iteration will consist of approximately 30-35 agerfts and support from the FBI, 	• 

ATF, DEA and Marshals. 

I 	
. 	, 

have attached a tentative schedule. Some of this will likely change, but it would be a great assistance if 
you all could check your availability for me and'confirm, if possible..lf you are unavailable, please help me 
lbcate an alternate with your same base of knowledge. 

If you have a classified presentation please bring your own classified laptop. 

Thanks 
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